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I lntroduction and executive summary

1.1 Sucrogen supports the NCC's conclusion in its draft recommendation that the
Tram Service not be declared.

1.2 Sucrogen makes the following further submissions:

Public Interest

(a) Declaration of the Tram Service is not in the public interest because:

(i) of the magnitude of costs that would arise as a result of
declaration; and

(ii) declaration is unlikely to result in any material increase in output;

(b) This submission and its supporting expert reports conclude that, on the
basis of a cost-benefit analysis, using a "with and without" approach,
and having regard to all of the likely benefits and costs, access will result
in a net decrease in socialwelfare of $19.2m per annum ($383.7m in
NPV) over the 20 year term of the potential declaration.

(c) Declaration is likely to result in the closure of one Mill in the district
which, although difficult to fully quantify in dollar value terms,
nevertheless carries significant social and economic costs for the
community in the region (including as a result of potential stranding of
cane) and for the owner of the relevant Mill and their shareholders.

(d) Sucrogen submits that the cost benefit analysis and the other adverse
consequence identified, establish that the granting of access is likely to
be contrary to the public interest.

Use of Land

(e) The Council should refuse to recommend declaration of the Tram
Service because of the terms under which Sucrogen is permitted to use
the land over which the Tram Network runs.

Uneconomic to duplicate

(f) Consistent with the Council's guide in respect of declaration applications
and consistent with section 44G of the Trade Practices Act, it is
appropriate for the Council to consider, in the context of criterion (c),

whether other types of facilities (in the case road) can provide the service
provided by the Tram Network.

1.3 This submission should be read with Sucrogen's earlier submission. Unless
otherwise indicated, Sucrogen's uses the same terms in this submission as it
did in its earlier submission.

1.4 ln this submission, Sucrogen has tried to avoid repeating arguments made in
its earlier submission to the Council. This submission therefore does not
address all aspects of the Council's draft recommendation.
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1.5 Sucrogen, in giving this submission, should not be construed as agreeing with
aspects of the draft recommendation that the Council decided adversely to it or
contrary to its submissions.

1.6 Sucrogen has commissioned expert reports from Synergies Economic
Consulting Pty Ltd (Synergies) and through Synergies, Aurecon Australia Pty
Ltd (Aurecon) in responding to the Council's draft recommendation. Their
reports are attached to this submission. Unless othenruise stated in this
submission, Sucrogen agrees with and adopts the contents of those expert
reports.

2 Costs of declaration

2.1 ln its draft recommendation, the Council specifically sought information as to
"the magnitude and frequency of the likely costs" if the Tram Service was
declared.r

2.2 Sucrogen provides the following information to support the costs that it would
face if the Service was declared.

Cosfs of access dispufes

2.3 lf the Tram Service is declared, Sucrogen submits that it is likely that hard-
fought, complex access disputes will arise.

2.4 First, there is a threshold issue about whether NQBE (or any other access
seeker) is entitled to access at all.2 As the Council recognises,3 this is likely to
occur in the context of Sucrogen's protected entitlement for providing the
service to itself,a at least for the time when NQBE (or any other access seeker
who operates a sugar mill) most wants access to the Tram Network.s

2.5 Secondly, even if NQBE (or another access seeker) was to succeed on the
threshold issue, the terms of access would need to be negotiated or
determined. ln the draft recommendation, the Councilwrote:6

The Council accepts that because of the coordination and logistics
inherent in the Network's operations, formulating any initialterms and
conditions of access may be more complex than for other railways
where there is minimal likelihood of crop deterioration, but fhe rssues
peculiar here to a cane railway do not appearto be insurmountable.

1 Draft recommendation, par 10.31(b).

' See Sydney Airpoft Corporation Ltd v Austratian Competition Tribunat(2006) 155 FCR 124 at
147 [82] per French, Finn, and Allsop JJ; [20061 FCAFC 146.

3 Draft recommendation, par 10.21.

a Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) s 44W(1Xa). See BHP Bittiton lron Ore Pty Ltd v Nationat
Competition Council(2008) 236 CLR 145 at 156-157 [18]-[19] per Gummow, Kirby, Hayne,
Heydon, Crennan, and Kiefel JJ; [2008] HCA 45.

u See draft recommendation, pars 6.21{.2
6 Draft recommendation, par 10.23.
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26

27

2.8

The Council has suggested that the terms of access may "provide for penalties
that are designed to foster cooperative sharing of the Network".T

Though the issues may not be insurmountable, they are, as the Council has
accepted, complex and, as far as Sucrogen is aware, novel given that the
unique nature of a dedicated cane railway as opposed to a general freight or
bulk haulage railway.

To put the complexity of the terms and conditions of access into context, the
QR Network access agreements that are currently being considered by the
Queensland Competition Authority are over 150 pages long (including all
schedules).8

Sucrogen estimates that its costs of an access dispute, bearing in mind the
matters set out above, are likely to be at least $1.5m for each party.e

Additionally, there is the real prospect that there will be several access
disputes during the duration of the declaration. For example, in relation to the
Sydney sewage network declaration, the relevant service was declared for 50
years,to but the ACCC's access determination was for 20 years."

Cosfs of losing Transport lnfrastructure Act exemption

ln its draft recommendation, the Council accepted that the loss of Sucrogen's
exemption under lhe Transpoft lnfrastructure Act f 994 (Qld) "may expose
Sucrogen to increased costs and compliance".r2

ln response to the Council's request for additional information about the
magnitude and frequency of likely costs,l3 Sucrogen has engaged consultants
to quantify the likely costs that it would be exposed to if it became subject to
the Transport lnfrastructure Act. Attachment A to this submission is a report
from Synergies setting out the nature of the likely costs and benefits associated
with declaration. Attachment B to this submission is a report from Aurecon
which details the likely costs associated with compliance by Sucrogen with the
T ra n spo rt I nfra st ru ctu re AcL

Draft recommendation, par 10.20. Sucrogen also notes that it cannot be compelled to provide
access on terms which displace its own legitimate business requirements for the cane railway.

Available at <http://www.qca.org.aulra¡l/201 0-DAU/QR201 0DAU.php>.

Synergies estimates these costs to be $2m for each party: see Synergies report, section 6.4.1.

Application by Seruices Sydney Pty Ltd (2005) 227 ALR 140; (2006) ATPR fla2-099; [2005]
ACompT 5.

Access dispute between Servlces Sydney Pty Ltd and Sydney Water Corporation: Arbitration
reporf, section 9 (pages 79-80), available at <http://www.accc.gov.aulcontenUindex.phtml/

itemld/7930 1 5/from ltem ld/3737>.

Draft recommendation, par 10.24.

Draft recommendation, par 10.31 (b).

2.9

2.10

2.11

2.12

I

'10

11
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213 Synergies' report identifies a range of costs associated with declaration
including:

(a) safety-relatedcosts;

(b) rail access-related costs;

(c) above rail costs; and

(d) new mill and cogeneration costs.

2.14 The Synergies report is supplemented by the Aurecon report which identifies in

more detail the types and likely quantum of compliance costs associated with
loss of the exemption under the lranspot't lnfrastructure Act. These costs have
been identified to include:

(a) rail management accreditation costs including development and
implementation of various systems required for accreditation and
payment of an annual level to the regulator;

(b) insurance costs;

(c) the costs of development and compliance with a safety management
system;

(d) infrastructure and system upgrades including signalling upgrades, train
control and monitoring system developments and the cost of new
communication systems; and

(e) the development of on-going maintenance and reinvestment regimes
and the development of access documentation and agreements.

2.15 The Aurecon report estimates the initial capital costs of compliance with the
requirements of the Transport lnfrastructure Act to be $10.68m and the annual
on-going costs to be $7.65m.

2J6 Synergies undertook a cost benefit analysis having regard to all of the
ídentifiable costs and benefits on a "with and without" basis and in partial
reliance on the costs identifled by the Aurecon report.la Based on that cost
beneflt analysis, Synergies estimates that declaration would result in a net
decrease in social welfare of approximately $383.7m in net present value
terms over a 20 year period, at the rate of approximately $19.2m per annum.

2.17 The Council noted, in relation to the costs to Sucrogen of losing its current
exemption under the ftanspo ft lnfrastructure AcfJs

The Council accepts that declaration and access may expose
Sucrogen to increased cosfs and compliance should a request for
access be made to transport anything other than sugarcane.
However, if this occurs the Councilconsrders that it is something that

14 See Synergies report, chapter 6 of .

15 Draft recommendation, par 10.24.
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Sucrogen may be compensated for in fhe access pricing. The
regulatory burden thereby being passed onto the access seeker.

2.18 Sucrogen submits that this raises two rssues.

219 First, the costs are likely to be disproportionate for many access seekers (eg

an access seeker who only sought access to the Tram Network outside the
sugar milling season).16 The higher these costs ar+and they are likely to be
high (see paragraph 2.15 above)-the more attractive road transport is for
access seekers, losing the potential benefits of using rail transport instead of
road transport.rT

2.20 Secondly, Sucrogen notes that passing on the regulatory burden to an access
seeker is only a solution if there is an access seeker. lf declaration imposes a

regulatory burden on Sucrogen, but there is no access seeker, then that cost
must be borne by Sucrogen. This is a regulatory failure that the Council should
avoid.

2.21 Sucrogen is concerned that the mere fact of declaration-which permits any
access seeker (including access seekers who do not own or operate a sugar
mill) to seek access to the Tram Networkls-would put its exemption in
jeopardy. ln essence, Sucrogen is concerned that, if the Tram Service is

declared, the Tram Network will be regulated as íf it was a general purpose
freight railway.

2.22 Sucrogen is also concerned that higher regulatory costs will arise from
declaration in respect of the transportation of its own crop requirements and
not just those applicable to the access seeker's access. The passing on of
those regulatory costs is likely to be significantly more difflcult and may not be
achieved.

3 There is no likelihood of increased output

3.1 The Council specifically sought additional information as to "the level, timing
and likelihood of additional output from the processing of sugarcane in the
Herbert River district". 1 e

lncrease in output

3.2 Sucrogen submits that there is no likelihood of any material increase in output
from the processing of sugarcane of the Herbert River district as a result of
declaration or access being granted.

3.3 As the Council appears to have accepted, the relevant markets are
geographically limited to the Herbert River region.'o Th¡s is principally because

16 Cf draft recommendation, par 10.29.

17 See draft recommendation, par 10.14.

18 See, eg, draft recommendation, par 5.50.

1e Draft recommendation, par 10.31(a).
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34

of CCS deterioration reasons. Sucrogen agrees, as the Council accepts, that
access to the Tram Network (or the construction of NQBE's Factory) will not
lead to significant additional land being devoted to sugarcane production.2l

As the Council also conclu ded:22

an increase in competition in the relevant dependent market (higher
cane prices flowing to Growers) appears, at least in the shott to
medium term, to be largely derived from a transfer of income from
millers to growers rather than from significantly increased output.
Such transfers do not represent a benefit to the public which should
be considered rn assessing whether criterion (f) is satisfied.

Sucrogen agrees with that assessment. However, Sucrogen also questions
the degree to which declaration would lead to any increase in competition. ln
this regard Sucrogen refers the Council to sections 3.1 .1 and 6.4.3 of the
Synergies report.

Sucrogen also notes and agrees with the Council's view that, given the output
of sugarcane is unlikely to increase, the current volume of sugarcane being
processed by two mills will be spread over three and that this is likely to lead to
inefficient operation of at least one mill and an overall reduction in processing
efficiency in the region.23

ln this regard Sucrogen refers to Confidential Attachment C to this
submission which analyses the likely impact of access on the continued
operation of three mills in the Herbert River district. Sucrogen concludes that
access is likely to lead to the eventual closure of one of the three mills. Whilst
the impact of such a closure is difficult to fully quantify in dollar terms, it would
have a serious and significant negative impact in economic and social terms for
the community in the region and for the affected mill owner and its
shareholders.

Energy canes

ln its draft recommendation, the Council discounted "any potential increased
tonnage from energy cane production".24 Sucrogen also considers this
approach to be correct. Sucrogen has and continues to fund research2s into
so-called "high energy" canes and therefore can conflrm that the purported

3.5

3.6

37

3.8

20

21

22

24

25

Draft recommendation, pars 5.1 9-5.20.

Draft recommendation, par 6.15.

Draft recommendation, par 10.13.

Draft recommendation, par 10.27.

Draft recommendation, par 6.20.

Sucrogen has contributed significant funding and in-kind contributions as a participant in the
Sugar Research Co-operative Research Centre which, amongst other matters, has conducted
research into the development and characteristics of high energy canes.
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benefits of energy canes come at a cost: their increased flbre content26 means
there is relatively less sugar that can be milled from them. ln essence, they are
zero-sum: the increase in fibre comes with a decrease in sugar.

3.9 ln any event, any additional tonnage of cane made available through the
development of energy canes, or related energy generation opportunity, is

equally open for Sucrogen to exploit. Sucrogen has and will continue to
monitor economic opportunities offered by any future developments in energy
canes.

3.10 Sucrogen agrees with the Council's determination that access to the Tram
Service will not affect whether (and if so, when) energy canes are introduced to
the Herbert River region.27

Electricity market

3.11 As identified in the draft recommendation, the Councilwas "not satisfìed that
access will promote a material increase in competition in the dependent
electricity market".28

3.12 NQBE's submission claims that their development will produce 50 to 55 MW of
electricity generation capacity.2s

3.13 Sucrogen has already embarked on a programme of increasing the
cogeneration capacity of its Herbert River mills. Stage 1 of the programme to
install a 19MW cogeneration plant at the Victoria Mill for a cost of 524 million
was recently approved. This project will be commissioned at the
commencement of the 2011 crushing season and will increase export
electricity generation by 12MW. Sucrogen has a further two stages of
development in cogeneration capac¡ty (19MW and 38MW of generation

respectively) under active consideration in the Herbert region.

3.14 All cogeneration technologies available to NQBE are similarly available to

Sucrogen, as the technology is mature and is now routinely implemented
worldwide in the sugar industry.

3.15 ln the Synergies report3o, Synergies identify that the additional electricity export
sales that may be generated as a result of the NQBE proposal are equally
attributable to Sucrogen's base case and therefore there is no net benefit from
potential increases in electricity generation from declaration of the Tram
Service.

26 See draft recommendation, par 618 n22.
27 Draft recommendation, par 6.20.

2a Draft recommendation, par 5.43.

2s NQBE Submission par 8.79.

30 See Synergies report, section 6.3.1.
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3.16

3.17

3.18

4

4.1

4.4

4.2

4.3

Conclusion on criterion (f)

The beneflts which might flow from access are marginal. There is no material
increase in output and to the extent that it might be argued that access will
result in increased competition for cane, this will be by way of transfer between
millers, rather than any increase in production or sales.

By contrast, the costs are readily identifiable and significant in nature. They
have been quantified using a cost benefit analysis approach at a net present
value of $383.7m over a 20 year term. There are other costs like those that
would flow from the likely closure of a mill, that cannot be easily quantified but
which have significant adverse economic and social consequences (including
the possible stranding of cane) for the region and beyond.

ln the circumstances Sucrogen submits that the Council cannot be satisfied
that the granting of access would not be contrary to the public interest.

Use of land - The Easement lssue

Sucrogen disagrees with the Council's analysis in relation to the effect of the
terms of the Tram Network Easements (which, for convenlence, Sucrogen
refers to as the Easement lssue).31

ln its draft recommendation, the Council cites the Tribunal's decision in the
Sydney sewage network declaration matter to support its position that "third
party rights and regulatory requirements may be relevant to the Council's
determination of criterion (a) where they present an insurmountable obstacle to
or effective prohibition on access."32

ln that decision, the Tribunal nonetheless accepted:33

there must be some real prospect of entry into the dependent market
within a reasonable time for competition to be promoted.

Sucrogen submits that for the reasons set out in its earlier submission-of
which the Easement lssue is on+there is no real prospect of NQBE (or any
other access seeker) entering into any of the dependent markets. Sucrogen
notes that the Council appears to have some concerns about whether, if the
Tram Service is declared, there will be a new sugar mill in the Herbert River
region.3a

Draft recommendation, pars 5.54-5.57.

Draft recommendation, par 5.55, citing Application by Services Sydney Pty Ltd (2005) 227 ALR
140 at 173 [136], 178 [158] (Gyles J, B Keane, Dr J Walker); (2006) ATPR fla2-099; [2005]
ACompT 8.

(2005) 227 ALR 140 at 'l 73 [1 36].

See draft recommendation, par 11.7 ("access may result in the entry of a new sugar mill

operator in the Herberl River district") (emphasis added).

3't

34
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45 Further, in that decision, the applicant for declaration (and prospective access
seeker) "argued that none of the obstacles were insurmountable".3s ln
contrast, however, in this application, the applicant has effectively conceded
this point. ln its application for declaration, NQBE wrote (emphasis added):36

The extensiyeness of the Tram Network is such that [requiring NQBE
to obtain easemenfs and other regulatory approvals fo pass through
Iand owned by cane growers, third parties and publicly owned landl
would be virtually impossible, or prohibitively expensive ...

NQBE also stated that the costs of compensation to landowners and
compliance with laws would be "prohibitive".37

Sucrogen therefore submits that, on NQBE's own submissions, the Easement
lssue is an insurmountable barrier to NQBE's use of the Tram Service. At the
least, Sucrogen submits that the Council cannot be satisfied that there is a
"real prospect of entry ... within a reasonable time" by NQBE into any
dependent market.

The Councilwrote:38

Changing the identity of the owner of the trains using the land
pursuant to a Network Easement and the mill to and from which those
trains travel (assuming that such changes are in fact necessary)
cannot be said to amount to fundamental changes fo fhe nature and
scope of the land owners' property rights. The Council considers that
the specifics of access may be addressed through negotiation
between the parties or arbitration by the ACCC.

First, Sucrogen notes that land owners that have granted sugar millers
easement rights in the past, have largely done so because those land owners
have an on-going commercial relationship with miller (ie the supply of
sugarcane). By contrast, Sucrogen submits that a situation in which the land
owner is being asked to permit an access seeker, with whom the land owner
has no commercial relationship, to run trains carrying any types of goods for
any purpose, is likely to be viewed by the land owner as a significant, if not
fundamental, change to the nature and scope of the land owners' property
rights.

However, even if it is accepted that an access seeker running their own trains
over the Tram Network is not a "fundamental change[] to the nature and scope
of the land owners' property rights", it is nonetheless not permitted by the
existing Tram Network Easements.

4.6

4.7

4.8

4.9

4.10

36

38

(2005)227 ALR 140 at177 11571.

Application, par 7.12.

Application, par 7.14.

Draft recommendation, par 5.55.
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4.',|1

4.12

4.13

4.'14

4.15

4.16

For the reasons set out in its earlier submissions-with which the Council does
not appear to disagre+Sucrogen cannot legally permit NQBE (or any other
access seeker) to access the land over which the Tram Network passes.

Because of this, the ACCC cannot, in an access determination, require
Sucrogen to permit access. Sucrogen is not aware of any legal way for an
access seeker to rely on Sucrogen's rights of access and not separately
negotiate rights of access with individual land owners.

The Council wrote that an access seeker may be able to avail themselves of
the land access provisions contained in the Sugar lndustry Acf 1999 (Qld).

However, Sucrogen notes:

(a) this avenue is only available for access seekers that are sugar mill
owners, and does not assist other access seekers; and

(b) use of the Sugar/ndustry Act requires the payment of compensation to
land owners,3e which NQBE describes in its application as "prohibitive".a0

The Councilwrote:41

The Council considers that to fìnd the terms of the Network
Easements are an insurmountable obstacle to or effective prohibition
on access would risk frustrating the puryoses of Part IllA as it would
allow infrastructure owners to avoid declaration by contractual
agreement.

Sucrogen notes that the terms of access to the land over which the Tram
Network runs is a product of a long history. lt is likely to be unique to cane
railways, which, as set out in Sucrogen's earlier submission, are special-
purpose networks.

The position in relation to land for general purpose rail networks are likely to be
significantly different, and provide less of a barrier to access seekers (if any
barrier at all), for two principal reasons:

(a) First, the railway is likely to be run over land with a less restrictive title
than an easement or a right of user.a2

(b) Secondly, there are likely to be significantly fewer land owners with
which an access seeker must negotiate. There may only be one land
owner, the relevant State or Territory, which is unlikely to be
obstructionist.

Recognising their unique historical development, cane railways have been
given a special position under Queensland legislation. One of the special

Sugar lndustry Act 1999 (Qld) s 68.

Application, par 7.14.

Draft recommendation, par 5.55.

For example, the position in relation to the land over which the Queensland Rail network runs
are significantly different: see eg Transport lnfrastructure Act 1994 (Qld) chapter 7, partT.

39

40

41

42
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4.17

4.18

concessions to cane railways is the right of access contained in the Sugar
lndustry Act (and predecessor legislation). This right of access is not generally
available: it is available only for sugar mill owners in Queensland. A
determination by the Council of the Easement lssue consistent with Sucrogen's
submissions would not be of general application.

It is open to debate whether, absent the historical development of the Tram
Network, and applicable Queensland legislation, a firm would commercially
decide to place an asset with a replacement value of over $250m43 on land on
which it has no more than a statutory right of access or an easement (as
opposed, for example, to freehold title or perpetual leases). Sucrogen submits
this further underscores that the Easement lssue is of extremely limited
application.

ln any event, the Council in its recommendation (and the Minister in his
decision) cannot by decree, change the effect of Part lllA of the Trade
Practices Acf. Even if the Council is concerned that in some circumstances
(which Sucrogen submits are unlikely to occur outside the context of cane
railways) a facility owner can "avoid declaration by contractual agreement", this
is a consequence of the operation of Part lllA as it is currently drafted.

Uneconomic to duplicate

The Council concluded in its draft recommendation that Sucrogen's original
submissions on the substitutability of road for rail in the context of criterion (b)
were "misconceived". The Council found this to be the case on the basis that,
in its view, it is necessary to "focus on the Service that has been applied for''
and that the criterion therefore required an assessment of whether other rail
networks could provide the service.aa

ln response, Sucrogen asks the Council to note the comments of Synergies in

Chapter 4 of its report.

Sucrogen also notes that in the Council's publication"Declaration of Seryices
under Pa¡t lltA of the Trade Practices Act: A guide,as in discussing criterion (b)
and comparing it to the Gas Code (and Gas Law) provisions, the Council
statesa6:

The use of the word "pipeline" in the then Gas Code ... precludes the
Council from considering whether a facility other than a pipeline could
provide the seruices provided by the pipeline that is the subject of the
application for coverage ... The declaration provisions of s 44G of the
TPA are broader in that they contemplate a consideration of whether

See draft recommendation, par 7.5(a).

Draft Determination, paragraphs 6.10 to 6.12.

Available at <http://www.ncc.gov.au/images/uploads/Declaration_Guide.pdf>.

Declaration of Seryices under Paft lllA of the Trade Practices Acf: A guide (2009), par 4.7
(page 46).

5

5.1

5.2

5.3

43

44

45

46
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other types of facilities could provide the seruice provided by the
facility that is the subject of the application for declaration. ln this
sense, criterion (b) is technology neutral.

5.4 Sucrogen submits that the Council's Guide on this issue is a correct statement
as to the legal requirements and breadth of section 44G of the Trade Practices
Act. lt is for that reason that Sucrogen submits that an assessment of the
availability of road transport as an alternative to rail transport to provide the
service, is entirely appropriate and in this case, particularly warranted.

5.5 For all the reasons detailed in Sucrogen's original submission and supporting
expert report to the Council, road transport is a viable and economically
justified alternative for provision of the service. ln the círcumstances, Sucrogen
maintains that the Council cannot be satisfied as to criterion (b).

6 Conclusion

6.1 For the reasons set out in this submission and Sucrogen's earlier submission
to the Council, Sucrogen submits that the Council should recommend that the
Tram Service not be declared.
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SJII?ergres
ECONOMIC CONÊUtTING

Herbert River Tramway declaration
application



Disclaimer

Synergies Economic Consulting (Synergies) has prepared this aclvice exclusively for the use of
the parLy or parties specified in the report (the client) ancl for the purposes specilied in the

report, The report is supplied in gooci faith and reflects the knowiedge, expertise and

experie.nce of the consultants involved. Synergies accepts no resp.onsibility whatsoever for any

loss suffered by any person taking action or retraining from taking action as a result of reliance

on the report, other than the client

In conducling the analysis in the report Synergies has used inforrnation available at the date of
publicatiorç noting that the intention of this work is to provide mate¡ial relevant to the

development of policy rather than clefinilive guidance as to the appropriate level of pricing to

be speciliecl for parbicular ci¡cumstance.



Synergres
SUCROGEN

Executive Summary

Synergies supports the National Competition Council's (NCC's) draft recommendation

not to declare certain specified serwices of the Herbert River Tramway for access

purposes ancl strongly agree that there is unlikely to be a net public benefit from

declaration.

The purpose of this submission is to address a number of issues raisecl in the NCC's

draft recommendation, incluclìng undertaking a social cost benefit analysis of the likely
economic impacts if the Herbert River Tramway were to be declarecl. This analysis has

been preparecl in response to the NCC's request for further information on the

likelihood and level of aclditional output from the processing of sugarcane in the

Herbert River dist¡ict and the rnagnitucle of the associated costs. It is relevant to the

NCC's assessment of the public interest critenon.

Production process

Quoting our first submission, the NCC founcl that 'it is not inevitable that sugarcane

transportation and milling be undertaken by a fully integratecl entity' ancl that

transportation may be provided as a separate and clistinct function. Consequently,

NQBE's proposed use of the tramway for the pu{pose of crushing sugarcane does not

amount to use of Sucrogen's procluction process.

Flowever, we clo not agree with this argument because it does not appear to have any

regard to Sucrogen's existing operations in the Herbert Rivet, which entail a highly

integratecl process whereby a marketable commoclity (raw sugar) is created through

sequential raw materials receipt, rail transport and milling functions. In our view, this

series of operations constitutes a raw sugar production process.

Uneconomical to duplicate

The NCC adopts a very naffow interpretation of the market for the service for which
access is being sought, focussing on the below-rail services provided by the trarnway

network. In contrast, if a broader interpretation is aclopted for the relevant service (i,e,

a comparable service which is capable of transporting harvested sugarcane to crushing

mills in a tirnely manner), we consider that roacl is able to compete with rail. Evidence

from elsewhere within the sugar industry in Australia ancl ovetseas supports the

broader interpretation of the market for the servtce.

In our view, the NCC's ciraft recommenclation does not present sufficient evidence to

justify its conclusion that roacl does not represent a viable altemative to the trarnway

network.
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National significance

We fully support the NCC's analysis and draft recommenclation that the national

significance test is not satisfiecl in relation to the Herbert River Tramway.

We consider this criterion to be one of the most important in this case because it will
have a very irnportant precedent effect as far as the threshold for coverage under

Part IIIA is concernecl. As the NCC appears to be aware, there is the potential for
perverse outcomes to emerge if the national significance criterion threshold is set too

low.

Public interest criterion

We have undertaken a social cost benefit analysis which suggests that the economic

irnpacts associated with NQBE gaining access to the Herbert River Tramway are nearly

all negative ancl will not provide any net benefits to stakeholders in the Herbert River

disfrict. ln other worcls, cleclaration of the tramway will decrease economic welfare as

the economic costs unequivocally exceect the economic benefits.

Our analysis indicates that the proposed project will result in a net clecrease in social

welfare in the orcler of 9383.7 rnillion in NPV terms or $19.1 million per annurn over

the 20 year evaluation period. While this estimate is of an orcler of magnitude rather

than precise nature, it clearly indicates that the provision of access to the Herbert River

Tramway fails to satisfy the test that it would not be contrary to the public interest.

Table 1 indicates the major cost categories. No material benefits were identified as part

of our analysis.

Table 1: NPV estimates by cost category

Net present value estimate

Safety

New entrant connection cost

Augmentation of ìramway

Arbitration

rnsurance

New sugar mill

Sucrogen co-generation ínvestrnent

Above rail rolling stock capital

Addii¡ona¡ fuel costs

Mill decomm¡ssioning cost

TOTAL NET COST

($14.1m)

($14.2m)

($8.1m)

($5.5m)

($38.2m)

($a00.0m)

$150.0m

($30.em)

($2.7m)

($20.0m)

($383.7m)
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The NCC has notecl that many of the costs we have identified, in particular, rail safety

and rail access-related costs would be recoverable by Sucrogen from access seekers

through an access tariff. In our view, this may or ma)¡ not be the case clepencling on

whether a thircl party actually uses the network and the outcome of the arbitration of

an access dispute. However, more importantly, the key message from our analysis is

that there will be a very large cost bome by all stakeholders in the Herbert River region

if access were to be declared for no apparent offsetting benefit,
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1 lntrod u ction

Synergies supports the NCC's draft recommendation not to cleclare certain specifiecl

services of the Herbert River Tramway for access purposes ancl strongly agree that

there is unlikely to be a net public benefit from declaration.l However, we cio not agree

with all aspects of the NCC's draft recommendation.

As a result, the purpose of our short submission is to address certain issues raised in
the NCC's clraft recommendation, including responcting to the Commission's request

for further information on the potential costs and benefits of declaration.

The remaining chapters of this submission are as follows:

. chapter 2 addresses the NCC's assessment of the Herbert River Tramway as part
of a production process;

o chapter 3 discusses the NCC's assessment of the promotion of competition

criterion; ancl

. chapter 4 cìiscusses issues surrouncling the competition between road and rail
transport modes for the haulage of sugarcane in the context of the uneconomical

to cluplicate criterion;

. chapter 5 cliscusses the NCC's assessment of the national significance criterion;

and

¡ chapter 6 addresses the NCC's request for further information to be providecl in
relation to the benefits ancl costs of declaration in the context of the public

interest criterion.

I N¿r.tionrrl Compsti[611 Council, Herbert River cane railwzry, Applicabion for decÌar.rtion of a service Lry the Herbert
River cane rtrilway, Dr¿rft Recomnendtrbion, 1 June 2010.
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2 Production process

In its draft recommendation, the NCC quotes Synergies Report such that 'it is not
strictly necessary for the same entity to perform sugarcane crushing ancl transportation
functions', to support its position that the Herbert River Tramway services clo not form
part of a procluction process.

In response, we note that our comments about the potential separability of the whole
raw sugar production process (from the receipt of sugarcane to its transport to
crushing mills for the production of raw sugar) reflected the reality that the transport
limb has been separatecl (using road transport) by a number of Australian mills.

F{owever, NQBE's cteclaration application relatecl to Sucrogen's Herbert River
Tramway ancl whether or not it is part of a production process. Hence, the NCC's
assessment of whether the relevant services form part of a procluction process shoulcl

be made based on circumstances in the Herbert River, specifically operations

associated with Sucrogen's production of raw sugar.

In this regarcl, the NCC finds that'it is not inevitable that sugarcane transportation and

milling be unclertaken by a fully integrated entity' and that transportation rnay be

provided as a separate and distinct function. Consequentlp NQBE's proposecl use of
the tramway for the purpose of crushing sugarcane cloes not amount to use of
Sucrogel s production process.

However, we do not agree with this argument because it cloes not appear to have any

regard to Sucrogen's existing operations in the Herbert River, which entail a highly
integratecl process whereby a marketable commoclity (raw sugar) is createcl through
sequential raw materials receipt, rail transport ancl milling functions. In our view, this
series of operations constitutes a raw sugar production process.

The key issue then tums on whether NQBE proposes to use this raw sugar production
process. This issue was discussed in Sucrogen s first submission to the NCC.
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3 Promotion of competition criterion

The NCC's clraft recommendation iclentifies three markets that it considers are the

most relevant markets clependent upon the services proviclecl by the Herbert River
Tramway:

o rnatket for the acquisition and processing of sugarcane in the Herbert River

district;

¡ market for the national supply of ethanol; and

o market for the wholesale supply of electricity in the NEM.

The NCC iclentified the rnarket for the service as the rnarket for the use of the below-
rail infrastructure cornprising the Herbert River Tramway network.

We fully support the NCC's draft recommendations that access would not promote a

material increase in competition in the ethanol market or in the wholesale electricity
market. F{owever, we have some concerns with aspects of the NCC's draft
recommendation on the sugarcane acquisition ancl processing market, which is
contained in the following section.

3.1.1 Promotion of competition in the sugarcane acquisition and processing

market

The NCC's clraft recommendation was that competition would be promotecl in the

sugarcane acquisition and processing dependent market, stating 'there is little or no

likelihooct of competition in the market for sugarcane acquisition and processing

without access to the Service'. This promotion in competition was expected to be

reflected in innovative sugarcane pricing and increasecl retums to growers.

As stated in our first submission, we have strong doubts that there would be a material
increase in competition in any depenctent market due to the declaration of access and

hence few, if any, net benefits flowing from access declaration. This issue is also

discussecl in chapter 6 of this submission, which relates to the assessment of the public

interest criterion.

Nnture of competition beneflts

A key consideration of the NCC in reaching its conclusion in relation to the sugarcane

acquisition and processing market was that cleclaration could potentially result in
significant innovation in pricing options for growers. The NCC cited a formula
implemented by Mackay Sugar Limited that provicles growers with aclditional revenue

shares relating to molasses ancl electricity production as supporting eviclence for this
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stance. However, Sucrogen unclerstands that cane suppliers to Mackay Sugar are

exclucled from receiving adctitional benefits through cane supply agreements due to
Mackay's current large scale co-generation project. In addition, we understancl that

growers in the Herbert River district are currently provicled with a return for molasses

procluction under their current pricing arrangernents with Sucrogen.

The NCC also notes that Sucrogen has introcluced a 'sophisticatecl forward pricing

systern that gives growers some control over the raw sugar price component of the

cane payment formula'. This indicates that there is pricìng innovation occurring in the

absence of the cleclaration of the Herbert River Tramway. In acldition, the NCC's

reference to the scope for 'off formula' payments to be macle to cane growers in
response to alternative land use options is equally relevant to the Herbert River clistrict

as discussecl in ou¡ first submission.

As a result, we consider that the eviclence presented by the NCC regarding the scope

for further price innovation in the Herbert River district basecl on experience in
sugarcane growing regions where more than one nìll owner/operator exists is

relatively weak ancl certainly could not be considered to be material (the necessary

competition threshold.)

Moreover, as the NCC recognises, any price innovation that were to occur would most

likely entail growers receiving a higher proportion of returns from sugarcane.

Flowever, this simply reflects an income transfer between the miller and cane grower,

not an efficiency gain that coulcl be attributed to the access cieclaration. This issue is

cliscussed further in Chapter 6.

Existence of rottd com'petition

Another important draft recommendation reached by the NCC in relation to the

promotion of competition in the market for the acquisition ancl processing of sugarcane

is that the roacl network does not constitute a viable altemative to the service provicled

by the Herbert River Tramway. The NCC rejected the notion that the two forms of

transport were substitutable, stating that road cloes not constitute a viable alternative

for rail transport in districts where a rail network already exists.

The Council cited plans by Tully Sugar Lirnited to extencl its cane railway in order to

access new areas (as opposecl to using the roacl network) as supporting eviclence for
this conclusion. Basecl on this eviclence, the NCC forrnect the conclusion that 'it is

unlikely that the operator of a new sugarcane processing facility could compete

effectively in the rnarket for sugarcane acquisition anct processing in the Herbert River

district using roacl transport'.
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We clo not consider Tully Sugar Limited's plans to be a sufficient basis for this
conclusion. As we argued in our initial submission, a preliminary assessment indicates

that road may represent a viable alternative to the Herbert River Tramway ancl that the

NCC neecls to undertake a comprehensive assessment to detennine the extent to which
this is the case. We still consicler that this assessment is necessary before any firm
conclusion can be drawn regarcling the substitutability of road and rail for the

transportation of sugarcane in the Herbert River clistrict,

3.1.2 Dependent market for above-rail services

We note that the NCC cloes not identify the market for above-rail services on the

Herbert River Tramway in its assessment of the relevant clepenclent markets.

Given the NCC's clefinition of the relevant market as the use of below-rail
infrastructure comprising the tramway network, it is considered necessary for the

above-rail market to be assessecl as a dependent market. The NCC has previously

separately identified below rail and above rail markets in its cleclaration

recommendations.

While this market is clifficult to separate from the below-rail market given the

vertically integratecl nature of the operations conducted by sugar processors on

sugarcane tramway networks (inclucling Sucrogen in the Herbert River clistrict), we

consicler it is necessary for this market to be assessecl as it is likely that significant costs

will be incurrecl if the below rail service were to be declared.

For insiance, NQBE states that it will acquire and operate its own locomotives ancl

rolling stock for use in its operations on the tramway, i.e. become a vertically
integrated rniller/train operator (without owning below rail infrastructure). This will
involve significant entry and ongoing costs being incurrecl by NQBE or any new above

rail operator. This issue is cliscussed further uncler the public interest criterion in
Chapter 6 given it represents a further potentially large incremental cost associatecl

with NQBE's cleclaration application.
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4 Uneconomical to duplicate criterion

The NCC consiclers that Sucrogen's submissions on the substitutability of roacl for rail
in the context of criterion (b) are misconceivecl. Howevet, we do not consider this to be

the case and note that the difference in conclusions is as a result of Sucrogen (and

Synergies) anct the NCC actopting cliffering interpretations of the relevant service.

4.1 Scope of market definition

In its assessment of whether altemative facilities coulcl provide the service provided by

the Herbert River Tramway, the NCC adopted a very narrow interpretation of the

market for the service for which access is being sought, focussing on the below-rail

services provided by the tramway network. By making this narrow interpretation, it is
almost inevitable that the uneconomical to duplicate criterion will be satisfied because

in nearly all cases, it will always be cheaper to augment an existing railway than build
a new one.

This was not our view taken by Synergies, with a broader interpretation being adopted

for the relevant service (i.e. a comparable service which is capable of transporting

harvested sugarcane to crushing mills in a timely manner). Under this broader

interpretation, we consider that roacl is able to compete with rail. As was statecl in our
initial submission, this stance is supported by eviclence from elsewhere within the

sugar industry in Australia and overseas, where large quantities of harvested

sugarcane are transported to mills by road.

4.2 Extent of road compet¡t¡on

The NCC's draft recommendation notes that roacl at best serves as a complement to rail
for the transportation of sugarcane for areas that are within a short distance of a

processing mill, are remote to rail siclings or are not served by rail.

We note that in its cleclaration application, NQBE proposecl to use road transport for
some (unspecified) volume of sugarcane locatecl within an approximate 5 - 10 km
raclius of its facility. It also stated that, beyond this racl.ius, roacl transport is not an

economical substitute for the Herbert River Tramway. In ow first submission, we

consiclered the substitutability of road for rail beyoncl this raclius to be a key argument

regarding the declaration application ancl one that the NCC neeclecl to declicate a

significant amount of effort to investigating. The NCC's clraft recommendation cloes

not indicate that this investigation has been undertaken nor does it present sufficient

eviclence to justify the conclusion that roacl cloes not represent a viable alternative to

the tramway network beyond this limitecl raclius.
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As notecl in our first report, our preliminary analysis suggested that NQBE does not

require access to the Herbert River Tramway for its proposed facility because of the

existence of road competition. In our view, if the Herbert River Tramway clid not

already exist, then it would not be built today by Sucrogen or a new mill enfrant

because of the competiveness of road transport vis-a-vis rail transport.
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5 National significance criterion

We fully support the NCC's analysis of the national significance criterion in the

Herbert River declaration application and consider this criterion to be one of the most

important in this case because it will have a very important precedent effect as far as

the thresholcl for coverage under Part IIIA is concerned.

The NCC uses the interesting example of a Brisbane office complex to indicate how a

low asset valuation threshold would potentially bring a large range of facilities within
the scope of the national access regime. This illustrates our point about the potential for
many facilities to be potentially subject to access if the Herbert River Tramway is

declarecl. This is indicative of the potential for perverse outcomes to emerge if the
national significance criterion thresholcl is set too low.

In our view, it was not the original intent of National Competition Authority (the

Hilmer report) in proposing the development of a new access regime that could apply
to any sector of the economy, or to policy makers in developing the Part IIIA regime, to

subject facilities such as the Herbert River Tramway to third party access. As stated by
Hilmer in relation to a national access regime:z

In practice, however, such a reginle shoulcl be appliecl sparùrgly focussing on key

sectors of strategic si¡Sniiicance to the nation.

Up to this point in time, application of the national significance criterion has resulted,

in broad tenns, in the Hilmer Report's coverage objective being satisfied, It is not

consiclerecl that this woulcl continue to be the case if facilities with characteristics

similar to the Herbert River Tramway were subject to access declaration.

2 N.rtional Compefition Authority, Report lry the Incle¡renclent Cornmittee of hrquiry, August 1993, p260
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6 Public interest criterion

The NCC's clraft recomrnenclation is that the likely benefits of access to the service will
not outweigh the costs. As a result, the Council was not satisfied that access is not

contrary to the public interest and hence that the public interest criterion is satisfiecl.

The NCC's clraft recommendation found two public benefits associatecl with the

cleclaration of the Herbert River Tramway:

. declaration would result in the use of the tramway network instead of the road

network, resulting in the avoidance of environmental and social costs associatecl

with road transport relative to rail; and

o potential efficiency benefits associatecl with the construction of a new processing

factory using the latest technology. The potential for aclditional output resulting

from the use of additional feedstocks was also noted.

6.1 NCC assessment

In relation to the proposed benefits from the increase in competition in the market for
the acquisition and processing of sugarcane, the NCC consiclerecl that any increase in
returns to growers resulting frorn innovations to pricing arrangements would
represent a transfer of income frorn millers to growers ancl would therefore not

constitute a public benefit. The constraint on increases in the volume of sugarcane

procluction in the Herbert River district in the short to medium term was an important
factor unclerpinning this assessment. We support this assessment.

F{owever, we do not consicler the reportec{ public benefit associatecl with avoicled

environmental ancl social costs to be material. This benefit can only be consiclered

material if cleclaration of the Herbert River Trarnway would result in the shift of a

significant proportion of the sugarcane transport task from roacl to rail. The NCC's

draft recommendation states that 'road transportation of sugarcane is, at best, a

complernent to the Service for limitecl tonnage either close to the mill or within areas

not serviced by rail.'

The above statement is not consistent r,vith the NCC's assessrnent that declaration

would result in a shift in the sugarcane transport task from road to rail to the extent

necessary to constitute a rnaterial public benefit in the form of avoided social and

environmental costs associated with the use of road transport. Moreover, these costs

are not quantifiecl and these externalities are likely to be small where congestion cloes

not arise.
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It is also important to note that NQBE's business case must involve trarsporting the

rnajority of its sugarcane on the Herbert River Tramway, with the cleclaration

application stating that'road transportation is not an economically viable substitute for
the Tram Service'.3 We therefore do not consider there to be any rnaterial public

benefits associated with the avoicled environmental ancl social costs of roacl transport.

The key conclusions reached by the NCC in relation to the costs associated with
declaring access to the service are as follows:

. access declaration is likely to result in Sucrogen incurring aclditional costs in
relation to coorclination ancl schecluling in addition to the potential loss of
network capacity ancl other diseconomies;

¡ the NCC acceptecl that access cieclaration creates regulatory costs that are

incurrecl in conctucting negotiations ancl responcling to the arbitration of access

disputes;

¡ the NCC has recognisecl the aclditional complexity associatecl with negotiating

access to the Herbert River Tramway given the inherent coordination ancl

logistics issues such as the rapict deterioration of harvestecl sugarcane;

o it is accepted that NQBE's business plan woulcl result in the loss of currentþ
held exemptions afforcled under the Trttnsport Infrøstntcture Act 199a (Qlcl) ancl

that this will significantly increase Sucrogen's regulatory burden, resulting in
aclditional costs; and

r given that the output of sugarcane is unlikely to increase, the NCC consiclers that

the construction of a thircl mill will result in the volume of sugarcane currently

being processed at two mills being spreacl over three mills, implying a reduction

in the overall efficiency of sugarcane processing in the Herbert River district.

In its overall conclusion relating to criterion (f), the NCC noted that it is concemed that

the costs of access may be relatively large when compared to the probable benefits,

F{owever, to reach a firmer conclusion regarding this criterion, the NCC has sought

additional information on:

the level, timing and likelihood of aclctitional output from the processing of

sugarcane in the Herbert River district; and

the magnitucle and frequency of the likely costs.

i North Queensland Bio-Energy Corporabion Limiteel, Application tbr Declrrnbion of CSR's Tram Netwo¡k, 13 lvfnrch
2010, pg 11, pan7.32.
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6.2 Gost benefit analysis framework

In our view, it is appropriate to consider the public interest criterion and NCC's
information request, in terms of a conventional cost benefit analysis framework.

Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) is a tool which provides information to clecision makers

on the net impact of a project on the economic welfare of stakeholders impacted by a

project. In this case, the 'project' is assumecl to be the cleclaration of access to the

services of the Herbert River Tramway and the establishment by NQBE of a facility
that has a capability to process sugarcane into raw sugar and ethanol, as well as

generate electricity sales from co-generation (using bagasse as the generation fuel).+

In general terms, CBA involves first identifying and evaluating both the costs and

benefits of a proposed project, and then cleciding whether the project shoulcl be

implemented accorcling to a particular decision rule. CBA supports a project when the

gains (benefits) resulting from the change exceed the losses (costs); that is, when there

is a 'positive net benefit'. The project is said to improve economic efficiency if it
increases the overall level of economic welfare of the affectect stakeholclers.

To assess the benefits anct costs of the proposecl project, its impacts are assessecl on a

'with' ancl'without' basis. The 'without' is callecl the base case, because it provides a

baseline against which all direct impacts of the project can be measurecl. Hence, the

base case in this stucly is that the Herbert River Tramway is not cieclared for thircl party
access. The 'with case is the economic state that is expectecl to prevail if the Herbert

River Tramway is cleclarecl.

The quantitative assessment icientifies the gross impact of moving from the Base

('without case') to the 'with' case. Many aspects of the project can simultaneously

benefit some stakeholders and impose costs on others. \Mhile it is irnportant to know
the type ancl value of impacts on individual stakeholcler groups, it is the net impact of
the change that clemonsüates the impact of the project on stakeholders as a whole.

The most challenging aspect of CBA is to assign dollar values to the iclentified benefits

and costs. In this case, the difficulty has stemmecl from the very short time frame
within which this submission has been prepared. As a result, the CBA that we have

perforrnect provicles an inclication of the orcler of magnitude, rather than a precise

estimate, of the costs and benefits likely to be generatecl by the provision of access to

the Herbert River Tramway.

{ For this anrrlysis, NQBE has been userl ¿rs the .rlternrfive case trec.ruse its pl¿¡¡111¿¿ facility and the associarterl impnct
of its esttrblishment on Sucrogen ùr the Herbert River district is judgerl to Lre representative of rvhtrt any access

seeker in rel¿rtion to the Herbert River Trtrmlvay wouL-l likely clo.
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Given NQBE is seeking declaration of the Herbert River Tramway for 20 years, this is

the evaluation period we have usecl for the CBA.

6.3 Base case

As noted above, the base case is that the Herbert River Tramway is not declarecl for
third party access,

Uncler the base case, Sucrogen's existing Victoria ancl Macknade mills will continue to
operate, crushing around 4 to 4.5 million tonnes of sugar cane per annum (depending

on seasonal conditions).

Sucrogen incurs a mix of operating and capital costs associated with its purchase of
cane, tail transport and sugar crushing operations. The Sucrogen rnills procluce raw
sugar and molasses, which are substitutable proctucts derived from the crushing of

sugar cane.

6.3.1 Electricityco-generation

Surplus electricity from the Victoria mill is sold into the national electricity rnarket

(using the waste cane fibre by-product of sugar cane production (bagasse)). Sucrogen

has commencect a $24 million project to replace two of ihe existing steam turbo-
alternators at the Victoria mill with a single, larger capacity turbo-alternator capable of
proclucing L9 rnegawatts (MW) of renewable electricity. The new facility takes

advantage of existing steam capacity at Victoria mill to provicle a low capital cost

option to expand the mill's total electricity exported to the national gricl by up to
12lúW. The expected cost of this investment is $24 million. We understand Sucrogen is

actively investigating its current co-generation portfolio in the Herbert ancl Burdekin
regions but has yet to commit to investments beyoncl the Victoria mill project.

All co-generation technologies available to NQBE are similarly available to Sucrogerç

as this technology is mature, ancl is now widely implementecl worldwide in the sugar

industry. The technical limits to the energy (MWh) able to be generatecl from the

expected Herbert River sugarcane crop are indepenclent of who is the processor of this

cane. The same opportunities to supplement fuel with other crops or energy canes exist

for both processors. Therefore, if cleclaration is macle, and NQBE carries out its
proposed plan to build a facility with co-generation capability ancl Sucrogen carries out
its plans to supplement the co-generation capacity in its rnills, then no material
clifferential in co-generation capacity, output or revenue is likely.

Consequently, in our view, the appropriate cornparison for cost benefit purposes

involves comparing the capital cost ancl risk of the base case ancl alternative scenario -
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in the base case, the maxirnum cost involves Sucrogen investing $150 rnillion to expand

its co-generation capacity to be on an equivalent basis in terms of electricity export

sales comparecl to if NQBE gainect access. This compares with the þninimum) $400

million investment requirecl for the NQBE proposal (the "with declaration" case in
section 6.4). The net cost increase attributable to the alternative scenario is therefore

$250 million.

We have assurnect that, sugar cane procluction in the Herbert River will remain around

4 to 4.5 million tonnes over the forecast horizon (ctepending on seasonal conclitions)

given no foreseeable improvernents in cane yields. However, from a CBA perspective,

the issue is not related to cane yields but to the potential for more cane production (an

efficiency benefit) under different milling arrangements. In this regarcl, NQBE cloes not
appeff to suggest that its milling operation will result in more cane production than

the two existing Sucrogen rnills.

There is no alternative land use for the Herbert River considered in the base case glven

Sucrogen's sunk investments in the Herbert River Tramway ancl associated crushing

mills create an incentive for it to cleal with cane growers in such a way that the area in
the region used to grow sugar cane is maximised. Geographic constraints also place

limits on sugarcane procluction in the region (large parts of the Herbert River clistrict

are not suitable for sugarcane production).

6.4 Alternative case

The'with' case in our analysis involves only one alternative, which is the construction

of a sugar mill incorporating a co-generation capability utilising existing tramway
capacity.

As notecl in our first subrnission anci acknowleclged by the NCC (see section 6.1

above), there will be a number of additional costs incurred if the Herbert River

Tramway is cleclarecl for access. The main aclclitional cost categories we have identifiecl

for the CBA are as follows:

6.4.1 Costs

S nfety - relnted rnil costs

We have assurned that Sucrogen loses its exemption status under the Transport

Infrastructure Act (TIA) as a cane railway anci becomes subject to a wicle range of
additional safety-relatect obligations as a railway manager under the TIA. The costs

incurrecl would be of a capital (up-front) and operating (ongoing) nature. A rail
industry expert, Aurecon, was engaged by Sucrogen to prepare an indicative estimate
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of the costs (capital ancl operating expenditure) that might reasonably be requirecl by

Sucrogen to contemplate access to its cane railway network. Aurecon s report is an

attachment to this submission.

Aurecon identified the scope of the additional requirements that Sucrogen woulcl neecl

to implement in orcler to upgrade its existing rail network to cornply with the

regulatory requirements of the TIA under the following rnajor headings:

o infrastructure

. operating systems

o control systems

. safet/ management systems.

Regulatory compliance was interpreted as Sucrogen achieving accreditation as a
Railway Manager (for the clefined rail network) ancl as Rail Operator (for their clefined

operations). In this report, Aurecon consiclered each of these aspects separately,

although in practice Sucrogen would likely apply for Railway Manager/Operator

accreditation as a single subrnission. Notwithstancling the administrative andf or

management efficiency that might arise from a single submission, Aurecon considers

that there are no practical economies from such a single submission.

Aurecon estimates that up-front safety-relatecl costs Sucrogen woulcl neecl to incur to
meet its legislative obligations to be around $3.4m, with ongoing costs of around

$644,000 per arìnum. Table 1 summarises the major safety-relatecl cost categories.

Table 2: Estimates of cost of achieving TIA compliance

Cost item Ongo¡ng

Safety management system

Operator health compliance

Annual levy (accreditation)

lnfrastructure, Systems, Processes

TOTAL

$545,000

$280,000

$63,397

$2,400,000

$3,288,397

$1 20,000

$40,000

$63,397

$420,000

$643,397

Source: Aurecon

Rnil access-relnted costs

We have assumecl there will be one-off anct ongoing operating costs associatecl with
negotiation of access to the Herbert River Tramway, including the cost of arbitrations
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in relation to access disputes at the start of the period and at the 10 year mark when the

access agreement is re-negotiated.s

Estimatec{ arbitration costs are $4 million for the first arbitration and $2 million for the

seconcl arbitration at year 10 of the evaluation periocl (reflecting the costs of both

Sucrogen ancl NQBE). This reflects an assumption that access will be contentious given

the complexity of Sucrogen's scheduling ancl milling operations, which were discussed

at length in Sucrogen s first submission to the NCC, anct that a third party operator

will enter into 10 year access agreements to mitigate its entry risk.

An aclditional annual cost of fi2.495m for insuring the Herbert River Tramway, based

on a thircl party rail operator transporting around half of the total volume on the

network, was estimated by Marsh and incorporatecl in our analysis.

We have assumed additional ongoìng costs associatecl with schecluling and real-time

management of trains of both Sucrogen and a third party rail operator (assuming one

new above rail operator enters the above rail market if access is declared). These costs

reflect one adctitional full-time person ($100,000 per annum) is required to perform

these functions. In out view, this is a very conservative estimate.

We have also assumed there will be adclitional costs associated with NQBE connecting

its facility to the existing tramway and that an expansion of the capacity of the

tramway in the most heavily trafficked areas will be necessary to accommodate a thircl

party operator's trains.

Estimates of these rail access-related costs are presentecl in Table 2.

Table 3: Estimates of rail access-related costs

Cost category Ongo¡ng

Rail connection

Rail augmentation

lnsurance

Access arbitration

Additional train controller

TOTAL

$14,'197,103

$8, I 30,000

$2,500,000

$4,000,000

$1 25,000

$28,952.1 03

$2,500,000

$2,000,000

$1 00,000

$4,600,000

Note: Arb¡trat¡on costs are incurrecl in Year 1 and Year 10 of evaluation period

source: Aurecon, Sucrogen, Marsh, Synerg¡es

5 It is ¿rssurned that NQBE or arìv rlerv nillinB entrant would negofizrte lolrg-tern c.rne supply .ìÉfeemetìts lvitl't
gtowers ancl long term ¿ìccess .ìgreenents with Sucrogen, given the very high capittrl costs ¿rssociatecl lvith entry
into the milling and above rail na¡kets.
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Abozte rnil costs

As noted in section 3.1.2, NQBE has indicated that it will acquire and operate its own

locomotives and rolling stock (sugar bins) for use in its operations on the tramway.6

We have assumed that an investment of arouncl $31 million would be requirecl to

acquire sufficient rolling stock to haul 2.1 million tonnes per annum.

We have also assumecl increasecl fuel costs will be incurred for rail haulage clue to an

increase in average haulage clistance for above rail operations clue to cane growers

being contractecl to both Sucrogen and NQBEz¡. The average increase in haulage

clistance has been estimatecl to be 2.9km, an increase of around 20%.This is reflected in
seasonal increase in net tonne kilometres of around 1'1,,698,755 assuming a ranclom

distribution of cane growers contractecl to NQBE. It should be notect that this estimate

is conservative because the increase in average haulage distance will also increase frack

ancl rolling stock maintenance costs. However, these have not been incorporated in our

analysis.

Nezu sugnr rnill/co-generntio n costs

There will be a significant invesfnent cost of NQBE's new sugar rnill/co-generation
facility. NQBE has estirnatecl this cost at $400 million.

There will also be a large cost associatecl with closing one of Sucrogen's existing mills,

including the cost of remediating the site. As noteci by the NCC, the entry of a third
mill into the market will render one of the existing Sucrogen rnills uneconomic to

operate given the assumed fixed supply of sugar cane. Given the age of both mills and

associatecl sites and the existence of rolling stock workshops, it could be expected that

there will be contamination issues if either site were to be closed. As result, a cost of

$20 rnillion has been assumed associated with a single mill closure and site

remecliation.

Disnrption costs to Sucrogen

In our analysis, we have largely assurned that NQBE (or any third party rail operator)

could be accommoclated without any impact on Sucrogen's existing rail/rnilling
operations. \tVhilst we have not been able to quantify this impact given tirne

constraints, it could be significant.

An alterrr¿ttive entry sh?teply would be to conkact a non-rel¿rtetl .rlrove r¿ril opelator to suppÌy above rail services on
the lrtrmlvay. Holvever, given the vew narrolv gcìuge cìr'rd specizrlisecl nattre of tranlvay o¡rerations, it wouLl likely
tre very rlifficult to tind an above r.ril operator lvilling to inr.est in enterinÉ! this ¿Lrove rail market.

Sucrogen's existiug sr:hedule of trarìspo¡ting sug¿ìr c¿ìne to the closesb of its fivo núlls will be comprotnised.
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The Australian Competition Tribunal recently found in relation to the disruption issue

for access to railway lines in the Pilbara i¡on ore region as follows:s

I¡Vhere there wils higl'r dema'rncl for a line, there woulcl Lre severe logishicerl arncl

commercial constlaints inlposecl on thircl ptrrties to ensure there w¿rs no interference

with the owners' highly llexilrle business moclels. Access would also deltry the

owners' tuture expansions pltrns or changes in operating prtrctices or teclurolc.rgy.

Given the time critical nature of Sucrogen's transport ancl milling processes, this

suggests that the clisruption issue is likely to be significant on the Herbert River

Trarnway.

6.4.2 Benefits

As notecl by the NCC in its Draft Recommendatioru there appear to be very few

benefits (as opposed to transfers or substitution effects) associatecl with NQBE's

declaration application. The rnain aclditional benefit categories we have identified are

as follows:

Sucrogen's retention of surplus rolling stock nnd sugar bins

We have assumed that Sucrogen will store and cascade its surplus rolling stock across

its fleet with the net benefit the deferred expencliture such cascacling allows, Given that

the oldest rolling stock will be cascaded, which in all probability is life expirecl, we

consider this benefit to be minimal.

S nfe t y -r el øt e d b en efi t s

The increasecl costs associated with Sucrogen being requirecl to comply with the TIA

will deliver benefits to Sucrogen ancl NQBE in terms of their rail operations

commensurate with the costs.

However, there is also a potential spill over benefit to the population of the Herbert

River, in particular, clue to safer roacl/tramway crossings. However, given the

relatively small geographic area ancl population represented by the Herbert River

clistrict, these benefits are highly unlikely to be material. Given time constraints, no

effort has been macle to estimate the value of these benefits.

s Aust¡¿rli¿rn Con-rpetitiolr Trilrtmzrl, In the M¿rtter of Fortescue Metals Group Limiterl [2010], ACompT 2, June 2010.
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6.4.3 Transfers

Under a CBA framework, transfers refer to those economic impacts that represent a

benefit to one stakeholder group ancl an offsetting cost to another stakeholder group,

so that there is no net economic gain or loss between the with ancl without case. Hence,

transfers must be clistinguishect from costs ancl benefits in the CBA framework anct

excluded. The most significant transfer category identifiecl is as follows:

Rnw sttgur production nnd sales

Given the fixed supply of sugar cane, NQBE's raw sugar sales will simply replace

Sucrogen's raw sugff sales rather than create additional sugar production (or sales)

from the region.

ln other words, there is no net benefit from NQBE establishing its facility unless it will
be able to crush sugar cane at a lower marginal cost than Sucrogen's existing facilities.

We understand that the technical anct economic performance of Sucrogen's existing

sugar mills is at or near best practice. However, as noted above, it has been assumed

that NQBE's entry will result in the closure of one of Sucrogen's existing mills (either

Macknacle or Victoria mill), with all Sucrogen s assumed recluced sugar cane supply of

2.4 million tonnes crushed at the remaining mill (it woulcl be unecononric to crush the

2.4 million tonnes at both Macknade and Victoria). Determining the identity of the mill
that woulcl be shut clown woulcl depend upon which mill will be most profitable to
Sucrogen - an assessment which would clepend upon a range of factors, such as

expected mill capacity requirements,e relative milling ancl transport costs, foregone or

clelayed closure and decommissioning costs anc{ commercial opportunities.

The clecision about tuhich mlIl to shutclown will involve a complex financial decision

for Sucrogen that will depencl on a range of factors. In practice, Sucrogen will model a

range of scenarios ancl make its clecision based on the outcomes of this analysis. This

has several irnplications:

o it is possible that Sucrogen could delay the decision to shut down a rnill until
more information becomes available, including in relation to the sustainability of

the NQBE operations (in other words, due to the costs associatecl with
ciecommissioning and potentially recommissioning planf delays are likely to
have positive real option values);

, NQ BE has nol revealetì the ct-rpticity of i ts proposecl crushing facilily.
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o the decision is likely to be macle on a narrow financial assessment for Sucrogen -
this raises the prospect that there rnay be insufficient nrilling capacity for the

region in the future to accomrnoclate peak supply years.

For the puposes of the analysis, we have assumecl that one of Sucrogen's plants will
be shut down at the time of the commencement of NQBE's operation. \¡Vhilst this

assumption cloes not reflect the cornplexity of the clecisions that will be macle, it is

likely to be conservative in the sense that it will reflect the minimum social costs being

incurrecl relative to the other scenarios that could be modellecl.

Regardless, we agree with the NCC's assessment that cleclaration woulcl not result in
an expansion in the amount of sugar cane that is grown in the region. Consequently, it
is assumed that there are no aclditional benefits from raw sugil procluction or sales

due to the commencement of NQBE's processing facility,

6.4.4 Substitution effects

Substitution effects are comparable, but somewhat different, to transfers under the

CBA framework. A substitution effect refers to those economic impacts where the

procluction of certain goods/services is interchangeable clepenciing on relative prices.

However, no new good/service is createcl. In other words, there is no econornic

efficiency improvement att¡ibutable to the economic impact. The most significant

substitution effect identified is as follows:

Ethnnol proùtction nnd sttles

Based on CSR s experience in the ethanol marketplace, there are no windfall gains to be

made from ethanol. It is expectecl that ethanol prices will maintain parity with sugar

prices, so no revenue uplift is expectecl from diverting cane from the production of

sugil to the production of ethanol.

The price of ethanol will be determined by the price of oil, governrnent policy on fuel

excise ancl competition frorn other sources of ethanol including imported ethanol from

Btazll. Ethanol import parity price considerations will limit any upsicle associated with
high oil prices in the future. At oil prices of US$80/bbl, ethanol prices (ex-mill, excise

paici) are expectecì to be -75cpl, resulting in a mill netback of -62 cpl (assuming

existing excise framework is implementecl ie 12.5cpl ethanol excise). Basecl on simple

stoichiometry (1.6t sugar per kl ethanol) this is equivalent to a sugar price of -14 US

c/lb. The three year average ICE#11 sugar price to Jun'10 is -15 US c/lb.
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Table 3: Wholesale gasoline and ethanol formulas

Tapis crude oil price

Refining cost

Singapore MOPS 95 gasoline price

Freight: Singapore to Australia

Quality premium and discount factor

Wholesale gasoline

Conversion bbl to litres

Exchange rate USD/AUD

Wholesale gasoline

Ethanol price formula

Wholesale gasoline

Ethanol delivery cost

Share of excise differential to ethanol
producer

Ethanol price ex mill, excise unpaid

Excise

Ethanol price ex mill, excise paid

USD/bbI

USD/bbI

USD/bbI

USD/bbI

USD/bbI

USD/bbI

t/bbt

80

I
88

4.0

0

92

159

0.8

72.3

72.3

(10.0)

62.3

12.5

74.8

cp

cp

cp

cp

cp

cp

source: Sucrogen

The fertiliser co-product rnargin is an adclitional source of revenue for an ethanol

production facility. It is the potassium content of the fertiliser product that has value.

Based on the low concentration of potassium in the fertiliser product, this woulcl

effectively actd only -3cpl to (0.7 Usc/lb on a sugar equivalent basis) to the average

revenue achieved by an ethanol facility.

The low concentration of potassiurn ancl the large quantity of water in the fertiliser

procluct proclucecl means that rnargins climinish rapidly with clistance transportecl.

Any profitable use will require the development of a local market as it will be

uneconomic to transport out of the region. In a competitive environment, entry into

this local market and gaining the market share requireci to place all the product will
take a substantial time to develop, with pricing affectecl cluring this time.

In BrazTl, which has a large sugar-based ethanol industry, sugar prices and ethanol

prices tend to provicle equivalent retums to millers over time. There are tirnes when

the markets cliverge due to local and transient supply anct clemand issues. Howevet,

sustainecl divergence in these markets leads to supply responses from producers who

have capacity to switch production between ethanol anct sugar.

10 Assumes 2.5g K20 equivzrlent per litre r,nrler (4,0g KCI equivalent), 12 lit¡es turder prer litre ethanol; lvholesale
lvluriate of Pottrsh (KCl) price of A$675/ tome.
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Once excise barriers on ethanol imports to Australia end (in 20L5, based on May'10

Federal Buclget), together with low freight rates from Brazil to Australia (-US$100 to

120/kJ) ancl customs duty of only 5%, the potential for Brazilian ethanol imports will
cap local ethanol prices to levels which provicle equivalent returns to global sugar

prlces.

As result, there are no expectect additional benefits from ethanol sales if NQBE were to

establish its processing facility.

Employment

NQBE has statecl that it anticipates a worKorce of approxin'rately 220-250, full-time

employment associatecl with its proposed facility.

However, given the fixecl supply of sugarcane in the region, it coulcl be expected that

any increase in employment at NQBE will be offset by reductions in employment at

Sucorgeo incluciing clue to the closure of one of its mills.

Consequently, no net benefit is assumed to occur clue to the commencement of NQBE's

proposecl facility.

6.4.5 Net impacts

The CBA we have performed suggests that the economic impacts associated with
NQBE gaining access to Sucrogen's Herbert River Tramway are nearly all negative and

will not provide any net benefits to stakeholclers in the Herbert River clistrict. In other

words, declaration of the tramway will decrease econornic welfare as the economic

costs unequivocally exceecl the economic benefits.

Our analysis inclicates that the proposecl project will result in a net clecrease in social

welfare in the orcler of $383.7 rnillion in NPV terrns or $19.L million per annum. A
discount rate of 3.0 per cent in pre-tax real terms (adjusting the nominal 10 year

Commonwealth bond rate in late June 2010) was used to calculate the net present

value, reflecting the social rather than private nature of any cost benefit assessment

requirecl uncler the public interest criterion.
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Table 4: NPV estimates by cost category

Net present value estimate

Safety

New entrant connection cost

Augmentation of tramway

Arbitration

tnsurance

New sugar mill

Sucrogen co-generat¡on investment

Above rail rolling stock capital

Additional fuel costs

Mill decommissioning cost

TOTAL NET COST

($14.1 m)

($14.2 m)

($8.1 m¡

($5.5 m)

($38.2 m¡

($400.0 m)

$150.0 m

($30.9 m)

($2.7 m¡

($20.0 m)

($383.7 m)

Note: Total may not add due to rounrling

The NCC has notecl that many of the costs we have iclentified, in particular, rail safety

ancl rail access-relatecl costs would be recoverable by Sucrogen from access seekers

through an access tariff. In our view, this may or may not be the case depending on

whether a thircl party actually uses the network ancl the outcome of the arbitration of

an access clispute. However, more importantly, the key message from our analysis is

that there will be a very large cost borne by all stakeholclers in the Herbert River region

if access were to be cleclarect for no appatent offsetting benefit.

6.4.6 Conclusion

The CBA we have performed to inform the assessment of the net benefits of NQBE's

declaration application is an order of magnitude rather than a precise estimate given

the tight time constraints for preparation of this submission. F{owever, the analysis

clearly indicates that the provision of access to the Herbert River Tramway fails the test

that it woulcl not be contrary to the public interest. Hence, in our view, the public

interest criterion is not satisfied.

Moreover, the nature of the economic impacts we have assessed suggests that any

other cleclaration application in relation to the Herbert River Trarnway, driven by new

entry to the sugar milling/electricity co-generation market, woulcl result in a

comparable outcome to the one we have estimatecl here.
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Disclaimer
This report ('the Report') was prepared by AURECON solely for the benefit of SUCROGEN. AURECON
undertakes no duty, nor accepts any responsibility, to any other party who may rely upon information contained
in the Report unless specifically agreed to by AURECON in the form of a reliance letter. Any party who is
entitled to rely on the Report may do so only on the document in its entirety and not on any excerpt or
summary.

Entitlement to rely upon the Report is also conditional upon the entitled party accepting full responsibility and
not holding AURECON liable in any way. AURECON devoted reasonable professional efforts to the preparation
of the Report, and its contents therefore represent its reasonable judgments within the time and budget
constraints of its commission and utilising the information available to it at the time.

The forward-looking statements reflect AURECON'S views and assumptions with respect to future events as of
the date of this Report and are subject to future economic conditions, and other risks and uncertainties. Actual
and future results and trends could differ materially from those set forth in such statements due to various
factors, including, without limitation, those discussed in this Report. Such factors are beyond AURECON'S
ability to control or predict.

ln developing this Report AURECON has relied upon information provided by SUCROGEN including, but not
limited to, consultancy reports, briefs, technical maps and specifications, which have neither been reproduced
nor contained in full within this report. The accuracy of this Report is necessarily limited by the accuracy of
these base documents, and hence it must be acknowledged that this report cannot be read without reference to
these base documents.

No section or element of the Report may be removed, reproduced, electronically stored or transmitted in any
form by parties other than those for whom it has been prepared without the written permission of AURECON.
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Study of the cost impact of compliance of Herbert River Cane
Railway Network with the Transport lnfrastructure Act

1.

1.1

lntroduction
Background and Brief

On Wednesday 16 June 2010, Mr Shayne Rutherford (Executive General Manager, Strategy and
Business Development, Sucrogen) contacted Aurecon (Ken Devencorn) and subsequently (Thursday
17 June 2010) provided the following advice -

As per our discussion tonight, I confirm that Sucrogen seeks to engage you to asslsf us in
making our submission to the NCC draft recommendation in relation to the declaration of the
Herbert River cane railway which we operate. Our final submission is due by the end of the
month.

As discussed, we are of the view that declaration of our cane railway would expose us to
increased regulation under the Transport Infrastructure Act as we would lose the exemption that
we currently enjoy.

Specifically, we are seeking your assistance on the following scope of work:

1. ldentification of the scope of the additional requirements (infrastructure, operating
sysfemg control sysfemg safety managemenf sysfems etc) that Sucrogen would need to
implement in order to upgrade our existing rail network to meet the regulatory
requirements of the Transport lnfrastructure Act

2. Prepare an indicative estimate of fhe cosfs (capital and ongoing operational) that would
be incurred by Sucrogen in implementation the above scope

We can provide you with a detailed description of the rail network, its current operations and
configuration fo assrsf you in your analysis. Your findings will be incorporated in a cost benefit
framework being prepared by Synergies and ultimately incorporated in our submission
acknowledging your authorship of the estimate.

Can you please confirm your availability and provide an estimate of cosfs to complete the work
with a target completíon date of Friday 25th June so we have time to incorporate in our final
submlssion due 1 July.

As discussed, we appreciate the limited time available and are comfortable with indicative costs
expressed as a range, rather than definitive cosf esflmafes.

For your background, I attach a copy of our original submission to the NCC and their draft
recommendation. I draw your attention fo secfions 10.24, and 10.29 to 10.31 of the NCC draft
recommendation and Annexure A of the Sucrogen subrnrssion for a detailed description of the
cane railway.

We have interpreted this as the following functional Brief -
1. ldentification of the scope of the additional requirements -o infrastructure,

. operating systems,
o control systems,
. safety management systems

that Sucrogen would need to implement in order to upgrade its existing rail network to
comply with the regulatory requirements of the TlA.

Regulatory compliance has been interpreted as Sucrogen achieving Accreditation as a
Railway Manager (for the defined Rail Network), and as Rail Operator (for their deflned
operations). ln this report, we have considered each of these aspects separately,
although in practice Sucrogen would likely apply for Railway Manager/Operator
Accreditation as a single submission. Notwithstanding the administrative/management
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efficiency might arise from a single submission, we suggest that there are no practical
economies from such a single submisslon.

2. Preparation of an indicative estimate of the costs (capex and opex) that might reasonably
be required by Sucrogen to contemplate access to its cane railway network.

This study is to be provided in the form of a report, completed and provided to the client (Sucrogen) by
COB Friday 25 June 2010.

'1.2 Sucrogen's Defined Rail Network

ln considering our response, we have reviewed Sucrogen's existing Rail Network so as to better
understand the likely impacts of Accreditation as a Railway Manager. Sucrogen define their cane rail
network thus -

The cane railway network is comprised of approximately;

c Main and branch lines: 321.6 kilometres
. Siding lines: 141.2 kilometres
o Yards and passing loops: 41.8 kilometres

The larger main lines, some of which branch off from other major lines, stretch the following (1
way) distances from the nearest CSR mill;

. Abergowrie: 55 kms

. Lannercost extension: 24 kms
o Sfone River: 35 kms
c Hawkins Creek: 29 kms
. Seymour: 12 kms
¡ Lucinda: 13 kms to MKD and 21 kms to VRA
c Bambaroo:29 kms
. CrystalCreek: 40 kms

The track consisfs of concrete s/eepers (at a spacing of about 610 mms) to each of which are
fastened lengths of steel rails to form panels at a gauge of 610 mms. A further layer of battast
covers the sleepers and this material is packed under and around the panels to give a retatively
immovable platform for rolling stock movement.

Track panels are joined at varying interuals by fish plates (bolted either side of the rait) or by
welded joints. The aim is to have smooth level track with minimal but even grades. There shoutd
be minimal rail to rail elevation (super-elevation) differences except at curves to counteract
tangentialforces applied to the rail head by moving rolling stock wheels.

Rail sections are generally a nominal mass per unit length of 20 and 30 kg/metre, the higher
mass being used for higher duty parts of the network. Typically, the sugar industry has
accessed second hand rail section after use in state rail networks due to costs of acquiring new
rail.

The rail infrastructure for the Herbe¡7 Mills is generally held in the entity CSR Sugar (Herbert)
Pty Ltd (ABN 47 098 999 985). lt is constructed on a multitude of land parcels of various
landholders, the vast majority of these current being cane suppliers, as follows:

. Freehold - CSR holds some 100 freehold parcels

. Crown Leases - CSR holds 7 specialleases
c Waterways - we have numerous crosslngs of waterways that have no formal

tenure
c Road Crosslngs - crossrngs and traverses on roads total about 370 separate

secflons
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. Queensland Rail - 6 crossrngs of QR tracks

. Sugar lndustry Act Access Rþhfs lS/E) - CSR holds about 350 such easements
o Leases & Easemenfs on Title - CSR relies on these for about 130 land parcels;

about 10 /eases have expired in recent months.
. Unregistered Agreements- there are 4land parcels covered by such

agreements

There are 22 land parcels on which rail main line is constructed over which CSR does not have
formal tenure; this includes the expired /eases referred to above as well as 3 line deviations
completed in the past year12009|

The cane railway network includes 251 sidings used for cane delivery - Srdrngs are made up of
about 141 kilometres of trackwork.

The design of our narrow gauge track allows for certain forces to be applied at the rail. Ihls is
referred to as the axle loading, and is compounded by the dynamic impact forces due to rolling
sfock speed, the motion of wheels and railjointing and alignment. The current CSR 40 tonne
locos are considered to be the limit at 10 tonnes loading per axle.

There is very significant investment in flashing light protections installed in the network, as well
as 2 grade separations where the cane railway goes under the roads.

There are about 33 state declared road crossrngs on the network, with 29 being protected by
flashing lights.

There are over 100 Shire road crossings on the network where the road is formed and/or
sealed. Of these, 10 have active protection installed by way of flashing lights, the balance being
marked with standard traffic signage.

ln addition, there are numerous crosslngs of unformed road, internal farm accesses &

There are also numerous secflons of track constructed that traverse gazetted roads. All of these
and the above crossings are recorded with the relevant road authority and permits lssued.

We have independently reviewed the "Sucrogen Herbert Region - Rail Network [map]" and
independently determined the following infrastructure -

Rail length km (main line) 344
Number of bridoe or river crossino 2

Number of road crossinq 133

Number of turnouts 53

Number of oassinq loops 3

Number of (rail) crossinqs with QR network 5

Number of maior hiohwav crossino 3

Number of maior minor roads crossinq 125

Number of occupational crossings (minimum) 178

Number of level crossings (minimum) 311
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1.3 Sucrogen'sDefinedRailOperations

Sucrogen operate services (loco hauled bulk wagon operations) over the defined network during the
harvest season employing their own locomotive fleet comprising -

o 18 tonne (3 axle),
o 24 tonne (4 axle bogied), and
c 40 tonne (4 axle bogied).

They are of varying axle weights and hauling power, i.e. loaded bin capacity. Loads
for loco types vary from 160 full small bins for an 18 tonne loco to over 240 full small
bins for the 40 tonne locos.

They are typically manned by a driver and an asslsfanf, except for RSU units
[Remote Shunting Units].

Communication between the dríver and assistant ís nearly always by 2 way radio,
with a signal protocol as back-up if there is radio failure.
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2. Sucrogen's Current Position with Respect to
Rail Management

2.1 Accreditation - Rail Management - Overview

Rail management in Queensland is defined under the provisions of the Transport lnfrastructure Act
(the TlA, 1994) and regulated by the Department of Transport and Main Roads (DTMR), the
"Regulato/'). The obligations and responsibilities of rail management are defìned within the provisions
of Accreditation; a defined regime of -

. Above Rail Management - "Above" relating to the role of Railway Operator who operates rail
services on a Railway Manager's network typically under the provisions of an Access
Agreement and within the bounds and regime defined for the rail network. The Railway
Operator is solely responsible for the safe provision of their rail services to the defined
standards, and

. Below Rail Management - "Below" relating to the Railway Manager who is responsible for the
definition and application of standards, and hence provision of the rail network (the rail
infrastructure). The Railway Manager undertakes to provide the rail network to the defined
standards and, by way of Access Arrangements within the bounds of commercial agreements,
provides the rail network to Railway Operators. The Railway Manager is solely responsible for
the safe provision of the rail network -

o standarffiiJiî.',Ii::;t,,.,ction, 
and maintenance srandards

o Maintenance to meet the minimum safe requirements of traffic on the rail network,

o The provision of an inspection regime for all aspects of the rail network to ensure
compliance with the defined standards,

o The provision of an accident and incident investigation and management regime
including resources to manage incidents on the rail network,

o Safeworking procedures and management, which includes

. train control,r communications systems, and
SCADA.

.'^ 
" 

."o Ti:ï"ï:i ïii"å::::liffiiiì;, Ji I" 
" 
*l,o *n 

"r, 
Ab ove

Rail services must operate - including sectional running times, rollingstock
standards, operating practices and regime),
tariffs (the commercial terms by which Access is granted and investmenUre-
investment is effected), and
lnterface Arrangements with adjacent property holders, Competent Authorities
(such as property arrangements with Councils, and other Authorities)

All Railway Managers and/or Railway Operators within Queensland are required to be Accredited in
accordance with the TlA.

2.2 Rail Corridor and Corridor Sub-Lease

A further complication is that all Rail Corridor is administered by the Chief Executive DTMR, and
provided by way of Grant of Sub-Lease to a nominated Railway Manager. Only an Accredited Railway
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Manager can hold the sub-lease, and all rail corridor is defined under such lease. Hence, it is the case
that if the nominated Railway Manager loses their Accreditation, so too do they lose their sub-lease
and the rail corridor. We haven't considered this issue in this paper as time does not permit a detailed
consideration. ln short, typically candidate Railway Managers negotiate ownership (acquisition) of the
nominated Rail Corridor, provide the corridor to the State, who then ultimately grant the sub-lease
back to the Accredited Railway Manager.

The cost of this process has not been contemplated here as time does not allow us to
undertake an estimate of the cost of land acquisition, presumably land survey of the
nominated corridor, and the legal costs of such an exercise.

Clearly though, if Sucrogen were to be caught under the provisions of the TlA, then so too would be
the operating rail corridor. lt might arise that Sucrogen might then be obliged to acquire the corridor
(as rail corridor under the provisions of the TIA) and provide it to the State. Given the complexity and
varied ownership of the existing network, such could be an expensive and protracted process.

2.3 lnsurance

A central element of Rail Management and hence compliance with the TIA is, "Demonstration that the
applicant has the financial capacity or public risk insurance arrangements in place to meet all
reasonable potential accident liabilities for the railway, including how sufficient cover was determined,
the organisation providing public risk insurance and the amount covered".

ln consultation with Sucrogen staff on Thursday 23-Jun-2010 it was revealed that the firm has blanket
insurance cover over all of its operations - and that the rail network would not necessarily be
separately or independently insured. Notwithstanding this, in an effort to determine the cost of
insurance, and hence the cost of compliance, an exercise completed by Sucrogen on 28-Jun (Herbert
Railway lnsurance Cost)which provides that the full cost of insuring the network would be $6.987M.

We are not qualified to provide advice on insurance exposure and hence have included this number in
good faith.

2.4 Sucrogen's Gurrent Rail Management

Presently Sucrogen is not obliged comply with the provisions of the TlA. ln fact, Section 107 of the Act
specifically excludes cane railways -

107 Scope ofchapter

1) This chapter applies to rail transpoft infrastructure and other rail infrastructure.

2) This chapter does not apply to-
(a) a cable car; or
(b) a monorail; or
(c) an amusement railway; or
(d) a railway that-

(i) is pañ of, and used solely for, a mining operation; and
(¡i) is not connected to a railway used fo transpoñ passengers or freight; or

(e) a cane railway; or
(f) light rail or light railtransport infrastructure; or
(g) another railway prescribed under a regulation.

Notwithstanding Sucrogen are not bound to compliance under the Act, from our recent discussions
with the firm and its rail operations staff, we are aware that they nonetheless have well developed and
mature systems in place which might readily be adapted for Accreditation. The cost of such an
exercise is considered later in this paper.
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3. Likely lmpact upon Sucrogen of Gompliance
w¡th the TIA

3.1 Safety Management System (SMS)

ln order for Sucrogen to achieve Accreditation and hence compliant with the Act it must firstly develop,
and submit a Safety Management System (SMS) for consideration by the Regulator. As a Railway
Manager (for its Below Rail infrastructure) and Railway Operator (for its Above Rail operations) this
might be contained within a single submission.

Part 3 of the TIA (Section 122) specifies that an Approved SMS is one (quite simply) approved by the
Chief Executive DTMR as being appropriate for the management and operation of the railway.

The provisions of Accreditation have changed significantly in the past few years with the introduction
of a National Accreditation regime (NAP - National Accreditation Package). NAP has been introduced
to ensure consistency throughout all Australian rail regimes and eliminate some of the conflicts and
inconsistencies which had previously existed for interstate or multi-state operators. Notwithstanding
this, the fundamental building block upon which Accreditation is based remains Australian Standard
A54292 - the Australian Standard for Rail Safety.

The SMS is thus a risk-based management system which defines the Standards upon which the
railway will be managed and operated.

From discussions with Sucrogen staff on Thursday 23-Jun-10 it is felt that whilst a great deal of
material exists within the firm, it is likely that such would need to be formalised as Standards (under
the name and at the risk of Sucrogen). Hence, whilst a task, it is not seen to be a significant expense
and hence only a nominal amount has been contemplated for this.

The following table proposes our opinion, based upon our understanding of the rail network and rail
operations and brief discussion with Sucrogen staff, of the cost of development of Standards, an SMS
(for Railway Manager and Railway Operator Accreditation), and the more formalised development of
risk management (to A54292 and 454360), and incident management regimes.

3.2 Specific Provisions of the National Accreditation (NAP)- Operator Health
Compliance

Section 3.17.1 oÍ the NAP (Health and Fitness) provides lhat, "The SMS musf include effective
processes and programs to ensure employees (and contractors) who pertorm rail safety work are of
sufficient good health and fitness to pertorm the functions for which they are certified or the tasks they
undeñake. The National Health Assessmenf Standard is the minimum standard to be applied for the
management of rail safety worker health assessrnenf. "

Drivers and Drivers Assistants (DAs) on the Sucrogen rail network might reasonably be described as
"Safety Critical Workers" in that they are workers, "whose action or inaction, due to ill-health, may lead
directly to a serious incident affecting the public or the rail network. The health and fitness of these
workers, especially their vigilance and attentiyeness to their job, is crucial and they are therefore the
main focus of this Standard. Safety Critical Workers' tasks are those that might affect the safety of the
public and the network and are distinguished from tasks that affect only individualworker safety. They

nta Ongoing

Development of Standards $250,000 $25,000
Development of SMS Documentation $250,000 $50,000
DevelopmenVlmplementation of more formalised Risk Management Regime $25,000 $25,000
DevelopmenVlmplementation of more formalised lncident Management Regime $20,000 $20,000
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are also distinguished from tasks where skill has the main bearing on rail safety and ill-health is a
/esser consrde ration. "

There are two Safety Critical
Worker Risk Categories:

. High Level Safety Critical
Worker (Category 1), and

. SafetyCriticalWorker
(Category 2).

We have taken the reasonable
view that Sucrogen's 80 drivers
and 60 DAs might be described as
Category 2 and hence should be
health-assessed and monitored as
is consistent with the standard.

Other {¡ncluding
ATTP ¡n Controllêd

Env¡ronment)
No ra¡l sâfety

spec¡lic health
requirements

Track Safety Health
Assêssment

aims to:
. Assess hear¡ng

and v¡sion
. Assess mob¡l¡ty
.+OHS

That being the case, and estimating the cost of ongoing compliance and a margin for new drivers
entering the workforce, we have estimated the following as our initial and ongoing cost of compliance.

lnta Ongoing

Driver Health compliance (80 Drivers + 60 DAs) $280,000 $40,000

3.3 Annual levy

Section 127 of the TIA provides that Accredited Railways (Railway Managers and Railway Operators)
are levied by the Regulator for the cost of Accreditation. The methodology for calculating accreditation
fees is consistent for all railway operations and contemplates -

o a track kilometre charge, and
o a variable element based upon track kilometres run in the previous period.

Under this regime, Sucrogen might be reasonably exposed to the following annual levy.

lf the total amount of est¡mated annual revenue is not more than A$250 000 - nil

lf the total amount of estimated revenue is more than A$250 000 but not more than A$500 000 - A$5750
Projected Annual Sucrogen

Exposure

lf the total amount of estimated revenue ¡s more than A$500 000
tracK I trâtn

Kilometres I Kilometres

344 508,662

922,704

$40,693

A$66 for each estimated kilometre of lrack managed under lhe accreditation for the year

A$0 08 for each estimated kilometre travelled ¡n lhe provis¡on of passenger and freight seru¡ces under the
accreditation for the year

$63,397

The Train Kilometres have been calculated from information provided by Sucrogen.

3.4 lnfrastructure, Systems, and Processes

From discussions with Sucrogen staff on Thursday 23-Jun-10 it was noted that rail safety
infrastructure (signalling, train control, and communications) is generally reasonable for their own
operations but most likely would not be sufficient to safely accommodate a third-party operator.
Hence, it is proposed that minor enhancement might be justified to the existing train control centre to
contemplate th ird-party operations.

High Level SCW
Health Assessmênt

aims lo:
. ldentify risk of

sudden incapac¡ty

' Assess ove¡all
physiæl and
psycholog¡cal health
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The existing rail infrastructure was described as seasonal - with only minor investment consistent with
the level of traffic and availability of capital. Whilst this in no way suggests that safety is compromised
(on the contrary, the rail network would appear to be well managed - but to a strict budget) it does
provide that additional investment might be justified in the areas of -

o Train monitoring so as to ensure that overweight trains do not adversely impact on the track
and formation, and that bridges and other infrastructure is not overloaded. This might
reasonably be effected by in-motion weighbridges (perhaps 2) installed at criticaltrack
sections and monitored by the train control centre. Also, a system might be imposed upon all
operators on the rail network for GPS transponders such that train control can monitor and
manage any overspeed. Sucrogen presently operate under such a system but it would
require additional vigilance with third-party operators sharing the track.

¡ Sucrogen staff presently inspect the rail infrastructure at the commencement of each season,
and on an ad-hoc basis over the course of the season. Such inspection is (not surprisingly)
centred upon Sucrogen's own operations. Third-party operations on the rail network will
require Sucrogen to be vigilant to safety and quality of the track infrastructure across the
entire network.

. Train control is likely to require additional vigilance with access by a new operator. To this
end, and in keeping with the requirements of the TlA, it is felt prudent to allow for an
additionalTrain Controller in the existing control centre. lnitial costs contemplate training and
the costs of the Controller for the first year of service, with Ongoing costs covering salary and
ongoing training thereafter.

. Level crossing protection has been highlighted as a particular concern for all railways. The
impact of a new operator on the network is likely to increase this risk. To mitigate this risk, it is
proposed that level crossing (Active) protection might be justified at perhaps 2-3 additional
sections on the network.

. Occupational crossings (unprotected crossings of the track) were also highlighted for
attention in the event of a new operator accessing the network. Our research suggests that at
least 178 (given that the network appears to traverse around 178 properties) but perhaps
more likely 300 (advice provided by Sucrogen) occupational crossings exist on the network.
The introduction of a new operator will impose potential risks at these crossings. Hence, it is
felt that additional protection (signage, vegetation control) would be justified and reasonable
at each location.

o Approximately 250 load-outs exist on the network. These stations are typically on farm
property, have no security from trespass (fencing), no signage, and may not have sufficient
vegetation control necessary to provide visibility for a new operator. Given the high-risk
nature of such sites to a new operator and (shared) third-party operations, it is proposed that
fencing, signage, and increased vegetation control would be justified so as to meet minimum
rail safety standards. lt was also proposed that load-out operations might also be conducted
at night during peak seasons. We have not considered the cost of fixed infrastructure
(lighting) at each of these load outs as, in practice, only temporary transportable lighting
might be justified.

The following table summarises our estimate to initially meet and then maintain these elements.

lnitial Ongoing

Further development of Signalling, Train Control, and Comms $150,000 $37,500

lncreased track inspection regime $50,000 $25,000

Train monitoring - overweight and overspeed $250,000 $50,000

Additional Train Controller $125,000 $100,000
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nta Ongoing

Level crossing protection $250,000 $37,500

Occupational crossing protection (300 identified Occ Crossings) $450,000 $45,000

Load-Out Station protection (250 identified load-out stations) $1,250,000 $125,000

3.5 Development of Rail Access Regime

The Accredited Railway Manager is responsible for the provision of the rail network to a safe
standard. Consequently, this entails the development of an ongoing maintenance regime consistent
with reinvestment in the infrastructure. Hence, the third-party operator seeking access to the Railway
Manager's infrastructure can be assured of a reinvestment regime and maintenance to meet safe
operating standards.

At a minimum, the access tariffs should reflect a commercial return to the Railway Manager. From a
more objective standpoint, there should exist a clear linkage between the operations on the rail
network, the (efficient) cost of providing such infrastructure, and hence the maintenance regime which
underpins this.

The table below seeks to illustrate our opinion of the cost of development of access documentation
and agreements (which would of course be ultimately developed by lawyers and commercial
advisors) but is provided here to demonstrate the cost of compliance and the linkage between such
agreements and documents and the operating rail network.

Whilst the following constitutes our opinion, we are not qualified to provide advice on legal and
commercial matters and hence Sucrogen might wish to clarify their position on this matter.

lnitial Ongoing

Documentation + Agreements (legal and commercial) $250,000 $12,500

Determination of Access Tariffs $25,000 $6,250
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Appendix B

Source/Author Title Date Reference

Sucrogen (Herbert) Pty Ltd
Submission to National
Competition Council lundatedl

\\bnedc01 \Cons_My_Documents\1 1 200\My
Documents\PDF_Temp\COR RSDMS-#5432475-
v1 ASucrogen_submission_to_NQBE. DOC

National Competition
Council

Herbert River cane
railway, Application for
declaration of a service
provided by the Herbert
River cane railway

1 June 2010 Draft Recommendation

Sucrogen Herbert Mills
Sucrogen H8T26

Sucrogen Herbert Region
- Rail Network [map]

6 April 2010 Map produced by J. Jardine 0610412010

Peter Allen

Grower Relations Mgr, cane
products, Sucrogen
Level 1,5-21 Denham St,
Townsv¡lle, Qld 4810, Aus

lnformation Relating To
Ownership & Tenure Over
Land

Iundated] Sidings and Rail NCC.pdf

Operations At Herbert
Mills Sidings lundatedl Sidings 101 pdf

Mark Moriarty
Manager, Business
Development, Sucrogen

Herbert Loco Service
Kilometres xls 25 June 20'10

Herbert Loco Service Kilometres.xls
( Conte nt ¡l I u strate d be low)

Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Totðl Klms

204

212

204
254
220

195

218

194

192

224
64

64z

118

112

186

142

82

46

60

146

Zowk crush klms 22wk crush klms 24wk crush klms

Maltbnd
Hèrbd
Cãhns

lnrham

110 94
106 106

94 110

10 92 92
70 70 80

60 60 75

70 80 68

75 63 56

58 70 64
80 68 76

64

64

t14300

Mkd 20

MKD 19

MKD 11

MKD 12

Hobad
MKD 16

Run 1 Run 2 Run 3

36 46 36

€3636
60 76 50
@5448
438
46
æ

MKD 14

Run 1 Run 2 Run 3

50 1@ 50
28 56 2A

200

112

372
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Source/Author Title Date Reference

Muir James Watson
Consultant, Sucrogen

Herbert Railway
lnsurance Cost.xls 28 June 201 0

Herbert Railway lnsurance Cost.xls
( Conte nt i I I u strate d be low)

Herbert Railway Insurance Cost

Ißurance Cost Summary

Compon ent
Total insurance cost ($k)
Premium tax + terrorism

Policy
Public Liãb¡l¡ty

Assds ($m) Conseq ($m) TIV ($m) Rate ($/$m) cost ($k)
350 - 350 927.9 324 A

Track 179 5 - 179.5 500.0 89 8
Br¡dges
Siqnals
Road Crossings

1,320 0 - 1,320.0 4,000.0 5,280 0
223
13 0

22.3
13,0

500.0
500.0

!.11
65

- 525 0
Total 1,884.8 1,984.8 6,237.L

All ¡nsurance rates are estimates, formulated in d¡scuss¡ons between Sucrogen & ¡4arsh
Actual bridges insurance rate quotefrom FIY Global on 2513/09 for 7 br¡dges, with $3,5m deduct¡ble, was $22,500 per mill¡on

Track Usage
Sucrogen

mm tonnes pa o/o

4.5 64.30/o
Third Partv 2.5 35.7olo
Total 7,O lOO.Oolo

lrack & Signals Asset Value

Track
Ma ¡n l¡n e
Si d¡n gs

Length (km) Value ($m)
327 0
186 9

105 4
603

Inv¡ctã value per CBRE:

$79m for 245km

S¡9nals value estimate

Bridges Asset Value

322,449 pet km

40,000 per km

Steel bridge value:
Per Abergowrie
Scale to average s¡ze

Concrete bridge value for Inv¡cta per CBRE

Range $12-39m
Average
Scale lo èverage size

Road Cros¡n9s Asset Value

25,000,000
15,000,000

24,500,000
15,000,000

L04 20 21
300 5 65

Loops/Yardinq 42.9 13.8
Trâck Totâl 556.4 a79-s

Concrete 17 255,0
Total A8 1,32O.O
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Appendix C
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Network with the TIA



Appendix C - Estimated Cost of Compliance of Herbert River Cane Railway Network with the TIA

Development of Standards
Documentation

Development of SMS
Documentation
Development/lmplementation of more formalised Risk
Management Regime
DevelopmenUlmplementation of more formalised lncident
Management Regime

Infrastructure, Systems, and Processes
Further development of Signalling, Train Control, and
Comms
lncreased track inspection regime
Train monitoring - ovenrueight and overspeed
Additional Train Controller
Level crossing protection

Occupational crossing protection (300 identified Occ
Crossings)
Load-Out Station protection (250 identified load-out
stations)

Development of Rail Access Regime

Documentation + Agreements (legal and commercial)
Determination of Access Tariffs

Gompliance Gosts
5127 - Annual Levy
Driver Health compliance (80 Drivers + 60 DAs)

lnsurance Costs
lnfrastructure risk cover

$250,000

$250,000

$25,000

$20,000

$150,000
$50,000

$250,000
$125,000
$250,000

$450,000

$1,250,000

$250,000
$25,000

$63,397
$280,000

$6,987,100

$25,000

$50,000

$25,000

$20,000

$37,500
$25,000
$50,000

$100,000
$37,500

$45,000

$125,000

$12,500
$6,250

$63,397
$40,000

$6,987,100
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